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Number 147 October, 1957 for the worship of his syncretized Graeco-Persian gods," and for the cult of his ancestors, both Greek and Persian." Unique in situation, scale, and plan (Plan 1), the monument occupies an irregular area embracing 2.6 hectares, and is dominated by a central stone tumulus 50 m. high, its diameter at the base measuring 150 m. from east to west. It is flanked on the east, west, and north by terraces hewn from the living rock, the East Terrace being higher than the West by 10 m. 8 The most outstanding characteristic of this outdoor temple-tomb is the tight interrelationship of its separate elements-architecture, sculpture, and inscriptions-which constitute a key to the religion of Antiochus, and which reflect his syncretistic cultural proclivities." The sanctuary is a most important monument, because:
1. It is the most striking and most informative monument of the Hellenistic Ruler Cult. 2. It is geographically situated to present an almost perfect example of the fusion of Iranian, Hellenic, and Anatolian traditions in architectural and sculptural styles. 3. It bears significant witness to the development of religious syncretism in the period just preceding our era.
The following pages summarize the objectives and achievements of our four campaigns on Nemrud Dagh, during the summers of 1953 through 1956.1 A preliminary survey in the field was begun in 1953 under the direction of the writer, with the collaboration of Dr. F. K. Doerner as epigrapher,"3 to examine the potentialities for future excavation. The project was under the auspices of the American Schools of Oriental Research, with the support of the American Philosophical Society, the Bollingen Foundation, and Mrs. E. Goell Godfrey; the latter two continued their support during the subsequent seasons. We welcome the opportunity of expressing here our thanks for the pioneering spirit and practical generosity which have made it possible to explore this remote corner of eastern Turkey.
The " hierothesion" had already been located and investigated in 1882 and 1883,14 and it would be fair to ask why we felt it desirable to re-explore it. The accounts of our predecessors here give a vivid picture indeed; they published copies of the inscriptions, but their work in the field was limited, and their records incomplete. Moreover, the investigators differed markedly in their opinions and interpretations, leaving many problems unsolved. B. Opposite it at the eastern side of the court rose a truncated stepped altar measuring 13 x 13 m. at its base, and not 10 x 10 m. as our predecessors had reported.23 There was no passage along its eastern side, the wall previously noted 24 being its eastern foundation. C. In 1953 we opened a passage through the rubble of the tumulus along the bases of the colossi so that Dr. Doerner and K. Goell could make copies of the inscriptions,26" and in so doing found the previously missing head of Apollo-Mithras,27 and the tiara of Antiochus, which were lying on the bed-rock. Their position indicated that they had fallen many centuries ago, before the tumulus had been disturbed either by the elements or by vandals, and thus raised our hopes that the "' last resting-place" might still be found and be intact. Large roughlycut stones scattered in the area suggested that a retaining wall had been pushed over by the weight of the tumulus as it settled.
The results of the survey of 1953 far exceeded our expectations and we returned in the summer of 1954 with a staff of specialists 28 
West Terrace
During 1954 we concentrated on the West Terrace, which was in a much more ruinous state than the East. The natural conformation of the peak of Nemrud Dagh accounts for the differences in its plan. Its western side was built up by a rubble fill which extended the level area to the west, where it was supported by a megalithic retaining wall, running north to south along the oblong terrace. The high double podium and the stepped altar of the East Terrace were lacking, but in other respects it had the same accessories (Plan 2). F. Clearing the West Socle brought to light sculptured fragments of the Greek ancestors of Antiochus' line, who wear armor with medallions of winged thunderbolts, male portraits, and other symbols (Fig. 3) . In addition, fragments of draped female figures were found which indicated the presence of at least three progenitors on the distaff side, and some battered bits of what proved to be a relief of Antiochus VIII Grypus (121-96 B. C.), one of the last Seleucid kings of Syria; the almost completely preserved but badly eroded figure furnishes enough of his silhouette to provide a basis of comparison for otherwise unidentified pieces.
Since there are seventeen sockets in the West Socle, which should presumably hold the portraits of seventeen ancestors, the portraits preserved seem very few, and we therefore turned to the East Terrace. There, clearing around the South Socle uncovered fragments of male figures in Greek costume, and also the head and upper portion of a female figure in Greek drapery (Fig. 4) 3; ILN, op. cit., p. 1097, fig. 15 fig. 4.  36 ILN, op. cit., p. 1097, figs. 19, 21; Mellink, op., cit., Pl. 70, fig. 5 . G. We were particularly interested in identifying the main entrance of the West Court proper. While examining the southwest slope of the terrace in 1954, we came upon a fragment preserving most of what appeared to have been a two-headed lion. When we cleared this area in 1955 we found a third head which joined it, to make a monstrous three-headed lion." Just to the east was its platform, partly carved from the living rock, partly constructed of sandstone blocks. We now know that the main entrance to the terrace was on its open northwestern side and that this was the monument which guarded it (Plan 2).
As we have shown in the foregoing, the work of the first two seasons solved a number of the problems we had faced, but there still remained the question of the character and function of the North Terrace, and the location of the necessary shelters for ritual attendants, as well as the routes of the Processional Ways. These were our main fields of interest in 1955.38 North Terrace H. The North Terrace was dominated by a long, low east-to-west plinth in which are sockets designed to carry stelae which were unadorned and uninscribed. An opening toward the center leads to a rock-cut ramp descending from the northern slope of Nemrud Dagh to the River Nymphaeus "9 (Plan 2).
I. Walls of sandstone blocks to the east of the ramp had suggested to us, when we observed them in 1953, that the accommodations for priests and attendants of the sanctuary might be located here. When we further examined these blocks in 1954 and 1955, they proved to have constituted a low wedge-shaped platform, on which were piled the crumbled fragments of a sandstone figure. We could not identify the figure without damaging it at that time, but comparison with the wedgeshaped base of the guardian eagle by the deification reliefs on the West Terrace inclined us to believe that an eagle facing west had guarded the entrance to the North Terrace. Finally, in 1956, we chemically treated the crumbled fragments and lifted them; the bulbous claws of an eagle were found still in situ, and it is certain that our conjecture was correct, although the head of the figure is still missing. Our geologist, Dr. Bachmann, believes that cuttings in the bedrock just below this platform are artificial and may have held foundations for light shelters for summer use. We found no evidence, however, for either ashlar or rubble construction. A cliff-surrounded hollow southeast of this Terrace might find, at some distance (ca. 400 m.) below the East Terrace, a sandstone stela (H. 9.60 m., W. 1.40 m.) lying near its rock-cut socket, on the path still used by shepherds on their way to Nemrud Dagh. The inscription on this stela was nearly complete and has been studied by Dr. Doerner. It tells us that the stone was erected by order of Antiochus to mark the " Propylaia Hodos " to his sanctuary, and it sets forth the conditions for visiting it; it warns possible desecrators that a demoniac opsis is watching them and may punish them with dire consequences; in a more philosophic vein, it also expresses Antiochus' belief that all men are similar by nature and differ from each other only through inheritance and fortune. We refer to this stela as " Processional Way, Stela I." An extremely fragmentary counterpart to this inscription was found guarding the entrance to the West Terrace, but enough of it remained to indicate its purpose. Rock-cut passages to the Spring and the East Terrace were located and cleared in 1956. The upper stretch followed along the northern edge of the East Terrace, where the vertical stratification of the limestone facilitated the cutting away of excess stone to form a path.
One of our main objectives had been to discover the retaining wall we believed must have encircled the base of the tumulus, and we also wondered if this might have any connection with the way the participants in the cult went from one court to another. We began this part of our investigation in 1955 by clearing the rock-cut stairway at the southwest corner of the East Terrace. Our clearance of the lowest point of this L-shaped stairway immediately invited a dangerous slide from the tumulus, but we then came to a path paved with heavy rubble, roughly 2 m. in width, with a foundation sloping outward to the depth of 2 m. 
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We chemically treated two fragments of stelae lying against the tumulus embankment at the southwest side of the East Terrace. We had seen them in 1953 and assumed that they were parts of the reliefs of Socles I and II; we recognized on each the figure of a male in Commagenian costume, holding what appeared to be a short sickle, and facing in different directions. We returned to them in 1954 when we cleared the embankment above and discovered that the limestone bedrock held four sockets, the third from the left wider than the others (Plan 2), and in 1956 we cleared a fifth socket. We could then move the hardened stela fragments, to find that the two joined and formed a double stela belonging to the wider central socket. The figures hold a wreath or crown, and the head and tiara of the right figure (facing south) is still present although weathered to a mere shadow of itself. We now have a counterpart for the double stela of the North Socle on the West Terrace.44 The Berlin group lacks the central portion, and the position of the hands could not be determined; Puchstein assumed that the right hands were clasped, but instead they held a diadem, the scene representing an investiture.
West of the North Socle of the West Terrace, on a path leading to the court entrance, the cameo-like head of a female figure, her high coiffure covered by a veil, was recovered (Fig. 6) , and there is a strong likelihood that it belonged to the North Socle. This is the third female figure attested for this side of the court.
The Deification Relief representing Antiochus and the Fortune of Commagene was enriched by the discovery of the head of Antiochus; he wears a tiara decorated with a striding lion against a background of pomegranate blossoms and fruits, and his diadem has a procession of lions in orientalizing style (Fig. 7) .
For the history of the construction of the sanctuary, it is of the highest interest that the Deification platform was composed of re-used sandstone stelae placed with their inscribed faces up; the ancient inscriptions had been erased, but not altogether successfully. We made latex impressions of them to enable Dr. Doerner to study them in Miinster. They raise a crucial question. Did these stelae and their inscriptions belong to an earlier sanctuary? Or did Antiochus have them inscribed, then change his plans and have them effaced? The dedications on the backs of the Deification Reliefs were inscribed over earlier effaced texts, and we therefore brought our 1956 campaign to a close with a new and perplexing question: the role of these stelae in the foundation of the sanctuary on the " holy mountain "-Nemrud Dagh.
The preservation and restoration of the sanctuary and its monuments is of the greatest importance. We have already 
